
Our models are shipped fully sealed and
assembled, if you do not wish this to be done
please indicate in advance.

Delivery 

The Marcus'Miniatures
Painting Service
Infosheet

Please take a close look at our work, every
painter or painting studio has its own style and
techniques. Copying the style or template of
other artists should not be the goal.

Generell

Here we would like to list some
general information about painting
miniatures. We recommend reading
them carefully to avoid
misunderstandings.

This is how you send your project
If only the painting service is booked, models must
be delivered to us already assembled and
deburred (if desired), we will not build on
customer models without prior agreement.

Miniaturequality
Quality and the end result always depend on the
miniature to be painted. If the quality of a model is
poor, we will of course do our best to paint it just as
well, but please do not expect miracles if the raw
model already has defects.

References
If you have reference images of color concepts, you
are welcome to send them all to us.

All information and ideas should come to us
collectively, this must always be done in writing.
Subsequent information (if it is not already too late)
should also be sent to us. This is the only way we can
prevent any communication problems.



Complexity and quality levels: Please note that
with low quality levels (Horde, Speed and Low)
no specifications will be accepted that do not
correspond to the level. As an example: 1 A4
page of information on a model that is mass-
produced is clearly too complex

Complexity 

Techniques and special effects: we have clearly
systematic techniques, but if you want
something special such as non-metallic metal
or OSl effects, please let us know in advance,
this can generate possible additional costs.

Techniques

Painting of Tabletop, Gaming and
Roleplay Models

 
Quality levels and prices are per infantry miniature
(28-40mm). It should be noted that these are the

prices for ''play,utility'' figures, if you would like one
or more models to be painted to show display
standards and/or above our painting quality,
please continue reading in the Show Quality

section.

Quality Levels 

Level 1: Horde 
The main thing is airbrush, shades and primary colors. No
details. Simple base design
Requirements: 20 or more models with the same color
scheme and model type.
Recommended: Perfect for hordes of models, e.g. skeleton hordes, space
marines, etc
Price: from €8

Colorchoice
Please agree color brands and specifications in
advance, we do not use any fixed brands
because we mix almost all colors ourselves.
However, if you have very precise ideas about
colors, please discuss this in detail.

We try to find the right qualities for every taste and
use, the various levels are defined below. Note that
the steps/levels are cumulative.

Level 2: Speed 

+ Wash
+ little Details
Requirements: 10 or more models with the same color scheme and model type.
Application: Everything that should be cheap and not very detailed
Price: from €12

Level 1 

Level 2
 



Level 3: Basic 
+ All Details painted 
+ Highlights to most important areas
+ improved details on the bases
Requirements: none
Application: The classic, solid quality for all purposes and uses.
Price: from €25

Level 3 

Level 4 

+ All details painted 
+ great highlights 
+ most improved details on the bases
+ special effects
+ improved clean painting style
Requirements: none
Application: The eye-catcher, for the special models or an absolute highlight
project.
Price: from €45

Level 4: High level 

Show quality miniatures

 
 

Miniature painting is a brilliant thing, but it can also be viewed in many facets,
from fast to show quality, everything is possible.

 
For display quality, I would ask you to formulate very precise ideas. It is of

course also possible to give me free rein and I work according to my ideas.
 

The price is made up of the hourly rate, please inquire about this personally.
However, the minimum value of a 30mm figure is €99 and can be individually

adjusted, depending on how awesome it should be.
 


